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Abstract. We consider the dependability of fault tolerant software
executed iteratively, as e.g. in process control applications. We recall the
models usually adopted for evaluating the probability of mission survival
(reliability at a certain time) and performability, and show the results
obtained by applying these models to the adaptive scheme for software
fault-tolerance SCOP, "Self-Configuring Optimal Programming" and to
the more popular schemes, recovery blocks and multiple version
programming. In the case considered, SCOP is equivalent to N-version
programming in terms of the probability of delivering correct results, but
achieves better performance by delaying the execution of some of the
variants until it is made necessary by an error. A discussion follows
highlighting the limits in the realism of these analyses, due to the
assumptions made to obtain mathematically tractable models and to the
lack of experimental data. As a contribution to overcoming these
limitations, we present a simple black-box model of an iterative software
component which takes into account dependencies among input values of
successive iterations and the possibility that repeated, non fatal failures
may together cause mission failure. Using this model we show the effects
of different distributions of the correlations among inputs on the
dependability indicators selected.

1 Introduction

The effectiveness of software fault tolerance, in the sense of diverse redundancy in
software design, for tolerating residual design faults in operational software products
is the topic of numerous papers (most recently [Laprie, 1995, chapter 3.6, internal
reference; Arlat, 1995, chapter 6.5, internal reference; IEEE-TR, 1993 #37]). In the
fault-tolerant techniques we consider, a (fault-tolerant) software component consists
of a set of diversely implemented, functionally equivalent variants, plus adjudication
subcomponents. At each execution of the component, a subset of these
subcomponents is executed, in such a way that they may check and correct each
other's results. The best known such techniques are Recovery Blocks (RB) [Randell,
1975 #2] and N-version programming (NVP) [Avizienis, 1977 #3]. In the simplest
form of NVP, the N variants are executed in parallel, and the adjudication is a more
or less complex vote on their results [Di Giandomenico, 1990 #4] [Bondavalli, 1995,
chapter 3.8, internal reference]. In RB, only one variant is executed, at first; if its
result does not pass an acceptance test, other variants are invoked, in turn, until one
passes or the available variants are used up. Clearly, these are two extremes in a
range of trade-offs between consumption of "space" (level of parallelism) and "time"
(elapsed time), and between the goals of low average resource consumption and low
worst-case response time  [Avizienis, 1984 #5]. Many other combinations are



possible [Strigini, 1990 #6; Sullivan, 1990 #33]. We shall consider the scheme
called "Self-Configuring Optimistic Programming", which includes a useful family
of such execution schemes and is described in detail in another paper of this book
[Xu, 1995, chapter 3.1, internal reference].

This article deals with the evaluation of software (including software fault tolerance
schemes), in terms of either simple reliability evaluation or assessment of the utility
(or cost) derived from operating a system (performability evaluation [Meyer, 1980
#23]. [Tai, 1993 #25; Tai, 1993 #26] contain performability evaluations of schemes
for software fault tolerance. We use very similar models and extend that work to
cover the SCOP scheme, and discuss the application of modelling to realistic
problems in fault-tolerant design. We compare recovery blocks with two variants, N-
version programming with three variants, and SCOP with three variants executed in
2 rounds. Our evaluations (like those by most other authors) are derived assuming
unlimited resources. As such, they are independent of any individual application, and
can be considered as limiting results useful in the early dimensioning of a design,
like, for instance, figures of throughput of a communication channel with
permanently full input queues.

However, the realism of the models proposed and therefore their practical utility are
limited by the large number of assumptions made to obtain mathematically tractable
models and by the lack of experimental data. Among the limiting factors, which are
quite similar in all the models proposed so far, we chose to address the correlation
among successive inputs of the software and the effects of sequences of consecutive
failures: many physical systems can tolerate failures of their control systems if
isolated or in short bursts, but not a sequence of even "benign" failures leaving the
system without feed-back control for a while. We present a more realistic evaluation
model which, although it considers the software component as a black box without
taking into account its internal structure, does take into account both correlation
among successive inputs and sequences of consecutive failures.

In Section 2, we describe the class of systems we evaluate, with the assumptions that
affect our models and the reward structure used. Models for evaluating NVP, RB and
intermediate schemes such as SCOP are recalled and applied and the resulting figures
compared in Section 3. Section 4 contains a discussion of the limits of such eva-
luations, and of how these could be overcome. In addition we describe new
hypotheses we make about correlated inputs and sequences of failures. In Section 5,
we describe our new model and show how different probabilistic hypotheses about the
correlation among successive iterations affect the dependability indicators derived
previously. Section 6 summarises our conclusions.

2 System and Hypotheses

We assume an application of an iterative nature, where a mission (of duration t) is
composed of a series of iterations of the execution of the fault-tolerant software
component. At each iteration, the component accepts an input and produces an
output. If the execution lasts beyond a pre-set maximum duration, it is aborted by a
watchdog timer (which is assumed never to fail). Unlimited resources and an
"infinite" load are assumed: the redundant component always executes with the
maximum degree of parallelism allowed by its design, and as soon as an iteration is
over the next iteration is started. The outcomes of an individual iteration may be:



i) success, i.e., the delivery of a correct result, ii) a benign failure of the program,
i.e., an output that is not correct but does not, by itself, cause the entire mission to
fail, or iii) a catastrophic failure, i.e., an output that causes the immediate failure of
the mission. Whether a failure is benign or catastrophic is determined by the
characteristics of the controlled system. For simplicity's sake, we assume that errors
detected (by comparison of redundant results, by an acceptance test or by the
watchdog timer) inside the fault-tolerant component cause benign failures, and that
undetected errors cause catastrophic failures.

We consider two dependability measures: the probability of surviving a mission
(reliability at time t) and a performability measure [Meyer, 1980 #23;  Tai, 1993
#26; Tai, 1994 #43; Chiaradonna, 1994 #41]. A low probability of mission failure is
the typical main requirement for critical applications. An alternative scenario is that
of comparatively non-critical applications such as somewhat complex transaction-
processing or scientific applications, where more complex reward measures
(performability) become appropriate. We call Mt the total reward accumulated over a
mission, and evaluate the expected total reward E[Mt] (which we will simply call the
"performability"). Our reward model is: successful executions add 1 to the value of
M t; benign failures add zero; a catastrophic failure reduces the value of Mt to zero.
Different reward functions could be used, e.g., attributing large negative rewards to
failed missions.

Additional assumptions (similar to those used in [Arlat, 1995, chapter 6.5, internal
reference; Tai, 1993 #25; Tai, 1993 #26; Lyu, 1993 #29]) are:
1. the behaviour of each variant at an iteration is statistically independent of its

behaviour at other (previous or later) iterations;
2. the execution times of the variants are independently and exponentially distribu-

ted and, without the watchdog timer, are independent of their value outcome;
3. all the outcomes (of an execution) which include errors of subcomponents

(variants and adjudicators) can be subdivided into two classes: those where there
are catastrophic (i.e., undetected) failures and those where only benign failures
occur; in this latter case, the errors of the subcomponents are statistically
independent events;

4. "compensation" among errors never happens: e.g., if a majority of erroneous
results exists, it never happens that the adjudicator errs in such a way as to
choose a correct result instead;

5. a certain degree of symmetry is assumed in the probabilistic behaviour of the
system: the probabilities of most events are assumed invariant under permutation
among the variants; this has obvious mathematical convenience;

6. correct results are always seen as consistent by the adjudicator.

Of course, these assumptions limit the realism of the results obtained. We shall
discuss this aspect in more detail in Section 4.

3 Models with Independence Among Successive Inputs

3.1 Modelling Approach

As in the previously quoted papers, we first use a "dependability submodel" to obtain
the probabilities of the different outcomes at each execution of the redundant



component: success, benign failure, or catastrophic failure, without considering
deadlines and the watchdog timer. Then, we use a "performance submodel" to
determine the probability of violating the deadlines and the number of iterations in
the time interval of interest. Our dependability submodels are similar to those in
[Arlat, 1995, chapter 6.5, internal reference; Laprie, 1995, chapter 3.6, internal
reference; Tai, 1993 #25; Tai, 1993 #26], with slight corrections (discussed in
[Chiaradonna, 1994 #31]), which do not significantly change the results obtained, if
parameters with similar meanings are given similar values. The relevant events for
the dependability submodels are defined in the following tables.

Error Types Probabilities
3 variants err with consistent results q3v

2 variants err with consistent results (the 3rd result is inconsistent
with them, and may be correct or erroneous)

q2v

The adjudicator errs by selecting an erroneous, non-majority result;
for SCOP this has been divided in two subcases to distinguish if
execution terminates in phase 1 or phase 2; with probabilities
qvd1 = 2 qvd and qvd2 =qvd

qvd

A variant errs, conditioned on none of the above events happening
(i.e., there are one or more detected errors; their statistical indepen-
dence is assumed)

qiv

The adjudicator errs by not recognising a majority (hence causing a
detected failure), conditioned on the existence of a majority

qd

Table 1. Error types and notation for NVP and SCOP

Error Types Probabilities
The secondary variant errs and the adjudicator accepts its result,
conditional on the secondary being executed

qsa

Common mode error of P and AT, or P, S and AT (the primary
variant errs and the adjudicator accepts its result)

qpa, qpsa

Common mode error of P and S (the primary and the secondary
variant err with consistent results)

qps

Detectable error of the primary or secondary variant (assumed in-
dependent)

qp, qs

Error of the acceptance test AT causing it to reject a result, given
that the result is correct

qa

Table 2. Error types and notation for RB

The same "performance submodel" as in [Tai, 1993 #25] is then used. The maximum
execution time allowed by the watchdog timer is called τ. The probabilities of benign
failure, pb, and catastrophic failure, pc, are determined considering that the
intervention of the watchdog-timer turns into benign failures some execution which
would otherwise produce either success or catastrophic failure. Last, the probability
of mission failure P[Ct] and the performability E[Mt] are obtained according to these
equations:
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where µ̂ = t / µ  and σ̂ =  2tσ 3µ . µ and σ2 are the mean and variance of the
duration of an execution of the redundant component, respectively. These models are
described and solved in [Chiaradonna, 1994 #31; Chiaradonna, 1994 #41]. We will
now show their results.

3.2 Evaluation Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained from these models with parameter values
as in Tables 3 and 4. The independent variable is the probability of consistent errors
of more than one variant, the main factor in determining the outcome of the
individual executions.

Recovery Blocks N-Version Programming SCOP

qps = qpa = qsa:

from 0 to 1.8 10-7

qpsa = 10-10

qp = 10-4

qs = 10-4

qa = 10-4

q2v : from 0 to 1.8 10-7

q3v = 10-10

qiv = 10-4

qvd = 10-10

qd = 10-9

q2v : from 0 to 1.8 10-7

q3v = 10-10

qiv = 10-4

qvd1 = 2 10-10

qvd2 = 10-10

qd = 10-9

Table 3. Values of the "dependability" parameters used for Figures 1 and 2

Equal execution rates Strongly different execution rates

RB λp = λs = λa = 1/20

τ = 250 msecs

λp = λa = 1/20, λs = 1/72

τ = 250 msecs

NVP
and
SCOP

λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1/20

λd = 1/2

τ = 250 msecs

λ1 = 1/20, λ2 = 1/24, λ3 = 72

λd = 1/2

τ = 250 msecs

Table 4. Values of the timing parameters (msec-1) used for Figures 1 and 2

Our choice of parameter values deserves some discussion. The mission duration is 10
hours, a reasonable order of magnitude for e.g. a workday in non-continuous process
factory operation, or flight duration for civil avionics. The values assigned to the
other parameters reflect plausible assumptions: the adjudicator (acceptance test for
RBs) has a much lower error probability than the variants in an NVP or SCOP
system, and a comparable probability for recovery blocks; the probabilities of
coincident errors of three subcomponents are much lower than those of two
independent (and detectable) errors, but higher than those of three independent errors.



The limits of using "plausible" values will again be discussed later on. For the
execution times, two situations are chosen: similar distributions for the three variants
and strongly different distributions. For RBs and SCOP, we assume that the slower
variants are designated for conditional execution when errors are detected.

Figures 1.a and 1.b show, for each scheme, the probability of having at least one
undetected error in a mission, which increases towards the right in the figures. As
shown, this choice of parameter ranges extends to unrealistically low probabilities of
success of a mission. However, the curves do show the important factors in the
behaviour of the models.

P[C_t] (10-hour mission)

(a)

SCOP

NVP

RB

   

P[C_t] (10-hour mission)

(b)

SCOP

NVP

RB

Fig. 1. Probability of  mission failure for  RB, NVP and SCOP. The execution rates of the
variants (λi) are equal in (a) and strongly different in (b) . The abscissae represent the

probability of two consistent errors: qps, qpa, qsa and q2v (times 10-8)

The performability E[Mt] (Figures 2.a, 2.b) is approximately equal to the product of:

1. the expected number of executions in a mission. From this point of view, ha-
ving to wait for the slowest variants (SCOP, NVP) is a disadvantage. So, RB
performs the best. However, adjudication has been assumed to be faster for
SCOP and NVP than for RB, and this explains the high values shown for SCOP
for abscissae close to zero. In RB and SCOP the number of executions is also
affected by the fact that some execution may last for two phases instead of one.
However, these are realistically very few, so that the number of executions per
mission is practically constant, for any given scheme, once the distributions of
execution times for the subcomponents are assigned;

2. the probability of completing a mission without a catastrophic failure, determi-
ned by the probability pc, practically equal to the probability of two variants
delivering consistent erroneous results (for NVP and SCOP), or, in the recovery
block scheme, of the primary variant producing an erroneous result accepted by
the acceptance test. This determines how many of the missions yield a non-zero
reward;

3. the probability of benign failures, which in these plots is practically constant
(for each scheme), and determines the fraction of the executions in a mission
which contribute to the utility of the mission.

These considerations explain the shape of the plots shown. Towards the left in these
figures, as the probability of catastrophic failure approaches zero, the utility of a mis-
sion tends to the mean number of executions in a mission, decreased by the



(constant) fraction of benign failures. The advantages of SCOP and RB described in
point 1 above predominate. Moving to the right, the probability of catastrophic
failures, and hence missions with zero utility, increases. SCOP and RB, being able
to pack more execution in the same mission time, suffer more than NVP. The diffe-
rences between Figures 2.a and 2.b are explained by considering that differences
among the mean execution times of the variants increase the performance
disadvantage of NVP compared to SCOP, and of SCOP compared to RBs. With our
parameters, while the number of executions per mission is maximum in SCOP,
which explains SCOP having the highest E[Mt] for the lower values of the
abscissae, the slope of the curves is lowest for RB, as its probability of undetected
failure per execution has been set to roughly one third of that of the others. An
interesting consideration is that in the left-hand part of these plots, SCOP yields the
best performability values, but the worst probability of surviving a mission.

E[M_t]             (10-hour mission)

(a)

SCOP

NVP

RB

(x 10  )6

   

E[M_t]             (10-hour mission)

(b)

SCOP

NVP

RB

(x 10  )6

Fig. 2. Performability comparisons of RB, NVP and SCOP. The execution rates of the
variants are equal in (a) and strongly different in (b). The abscissae represent the

probability of two consistent errors: qps, qpa, qsa and q2v (times 10-8)

4 Limits of These Models and Possible Improvements

We now discuss in some more detail the scope of applicability and the loss of
realism implied by the assumptions used. Then we describe some new hypotheses
and the background necessary for considering correlation among inputs and taking
into account the possibility that a sequence of benign failures causes mission failure.

4.1 Discussion

The models used assume that the executions of the redundant software are contiguous
in time: each execution is triggered by the end of the previous one. Currently,
software fault tolerance is mostly used in control or safety systems with static
periodic scheduling. Our model would apply in special cases, e.g., a surveillance
system which performs elaborate processing on each image captured, so that the end
of the processing of one image is the trigger for capturing the next one. In practice,
the evaluation results (in our range of parameter values) depend only on the mean
execution times, so that models with constant execution times (as we will use in the
following sections) yield similar results.

The performability measure adopted here has two uses. First, to model specific
scenarios where its reward model applies (changing the reward model for a different



scenario would be simple). In addition, this particular performability measure
describes the amount of processing obtainable from a redundant software component
in a given amount of time, with sufficient resources and no overhead (e.g. for
scheduling). So, it gives an optimistic assessment useful in the preliminary design
stage. This should be coupled with an indicator of run-time cost, to account for the
different uses of resources by fault-tolerant schemes that score comparably on the
performability scale.

The "dependability submodel" includes many assumptions which are not supported
by experimental evidence [Kelly, 1986 #15; Brilliant, 1990 #11; Bishop, 1988 #18]:
for instance, no compensation between errors, independence between inconsistent
errors by the variants, "symmetry" in the values of the dependability parameters.
These, together, simplify the solution of the model and allow one to predict
"plausible" behaviours of a system. One could build a more complete model, with
more parameters, to explore the whole space of possible behaviours. A user would,
however, need some assistance to understand the thought experiments thus generated.

We concentrate instead on two problems in modelling sequences of executions. One
is the assumption of independence between the outcomes of successive executions,
which is often false, especially because of the effect of "input trajectories". We
represent the data on which programs operate as discrete, finite, multi-dimensional
spaces. For example, a program may read a set of 20 numbers and have another set of
30 internal variables: we then say that it has an input space with 50 dimensions, in
which the consecutive inputs to the program describe a trajectory. In process control
applications, typically, any two consecutive input values are close together in the
input space. A program would produce bursts of errors when this trajectory intersects
a "failure region" (defined as a region of points where the software normally fails).
So, an error at one execution would be an indication of a high probability (i.e.,
higher than the marginal probability) of an error at the next execution. Other causes
for positive correlation exist: periods of peak load in time-shared computers or in
communication links, or imperfect recovery from corruption of the program state. A
realistic reward model should thus consider sequences of failures: many physical
systems can tolerate failures of their control systems, if isolated or in short bursts,
but a sequence of even benign failures such that the system is effectively without
feed-back control for a while will often cause damage. Predicting the distribution of
burst lengths is trivial with the independence assumption, but optimistic. We address
this problem in the following sections in the general context of programs seen as
black boxes, without considering their internal structure.

4 . 2 Background and Assumptions for Considering Sequences of
Failures

The effects of correlation among successive iterations have been modelled in
[Csenski, 1989 #42; Tomek, 1993 #44]. [Csenski, 1989 #42] models a RB structure
with two variants and a perfect acceptance test. Successive input values are close
together. Two kinds of failure events of the primary variant are distinguished:
i) point failure, when the input sequence of the primary enters a failure region,
ii) serial failures: one or more consecutive failures, following a point failure, until

the input trajectory exits the failure region. The number of serial failures after a
point failure is a random variable.



[Tomek, 1993 #44] uses the same model but also considers other forms of correlation
(viz between the two variants). Both papers deal with reliability (MTTF).

We briefly describe our new modelling context; more details can be found in
[Bondavalli, 1994 #40; Bondavalli, 1995 #46].

Failure Regions: Failure regions are subsets of the program input space, consisting
of contiguous points. "A priori", all points in the input space have the same
probability of belonging to a failure region (this "ignorance" assumptions need not
always be necessary: in some cases, one may know that some parts of the input
space are more prone to failures than others). We have no reason for assuming
specific shape and size distributions for failure regions (see [Bishop, 1993 #20] for
some examples from experiments). Our choice will be guided by considerations of
simplicity, plausibility and robustness of the models.

Input Sequence: Successive inputs form a "trajectory", a random or deterministic
walk with a step length that is small, compared to the size of the input space
[Bishop, 1988 #18].

Consecutive Benign Failures : We assume that any sequence of nc or more benign
failures (nc >0) causes the failure of the entire mission.

In modelling sequences of correlated failures, we assume that one success, after any
series of less than nc benign failures, brings the system into a stable state, i.e. the
memory of the previous failure sequence is immediately lost. This is a plausible
assumption if failure regions are small and widely dispersed in the input space, and
the probability that the trajectory re-enters a failure region it just left is small. For
instance, this is true in the case of convex failure regions and  trajectories that change
direction only slightly between any two consecutive inputs.

As previously mentioned, we consider missions of a fixed number of iterations with
fixed duration, as we saw before that we could obtain a satisfactory approximation
from our more complex distributions by using the mean execution duration as if it
were a constant duration.

5. Correlation Between Successive Iterations, Allowing
Mission Failures from Repeated Benign Failures

5.1. The Model

Our new model (Figure 3) assumes that after an iteration with success (state S), there
is a probability psb that the next execution will produce a benign failure (i.e., that
the input trajectory has entered a failure region). However, once in a failure region,
the probabilities of staying there for one, two or more iterations are given by the
parameters p1, p2, etc. The parameter pnn designates the probability of staying for nc

iterations or more, i. e. p pnn ii

nc= − =
−∑1
1

1
.
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B2
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S
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•
•

•

B1

pss
psbp1

psbp1

psbp3

pbc

pbb

ppsb 3

C

ppsb 2
ppsb 2

ppsb nc-1

•• •
ppsb nc-1

p  + sc psbpnn

p  + sc psbpnn

pbc

pbc

pbb

pbb

Fig. 3. The model for iterative executions with failure clustering

For instance, with probability psbp2 the program enters a failure region, represented
by state B2 in our model, from which, unless a catastrophic failure occurs (arc from
B2 to C labelled pbc) it will be compelled to move to B1, after which it exits the
failure region. This explains the role of states B1, B2, etc., all designating a benign
failure of the last execution. If the sequence of failures were longer than nc-1, a
mission failure would occur, described by adding the term psb pnn to the probability
of the transition from S to C. Notice that once in B1 (the last benign failure in the
crossing of a failure region), the program may move to another success, or it may
enter another failure region: this is modelled by the series of downward arcs issuing
from B1, labelled psbp1, psbp2, psbp3, etc. The probabilities on these arcs are the
same as those on the downward arcs issuing from S on the left: the probabilities of
the trajectory entering a new failure region is independent of how long ago it left
another failure region. This seems appropriate for a situation of sparse, small failure
regions.

We point out that state C models a mission failure due either to staying in a failure
region for at least nc iterations, or to a catastrophic failure. A third cause for mission
failure is crossing two or more failure regions without interruption, so that the total
number of consecutive benign failures exceeds nc-1. In solving the models we
neglected this kind of events but developed an analysis (detailed in [Bondavalli, 1994
#40]) to verify whether this simplification is acceptable with given values of the
parameters.



Probability of completing a mission. The positive correlation between
successive iterations affects the probability of completing a mission in two ways:
through the probability of having nc consecutive benign failures, and through the
longer stays in failure regions. Inside failure regions we also assume an increased
probability of catastrophic failures. Assuming that the random variables X i  represent
the state of the system at time steps i = 0,1,2,...,  and the initial state of the system
is S, i.e. P X0 =( ) =S 1, we can use the expression:

P missionsuccess
i

n
 P X C |  X  Ci i-1( ) = ≠ ≠( )

=
∏

1
.

Where each term in the product has the form: P X C |  X  Ci i-1≠ ≠( ) =

= −( ) + −( ) ∗ = = ≠( ) −

− ∗ ∗ − = = ≠( )( )
− − − −

− − − −

1

1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

p p p B B

p p

sc sc bc i i i

nn sb i i

P X  or..or X X C

P X B  or..or X B X C

2 n

2 i 1 n

c

c
.

We observe that the first term in this sum represents the case that series of benign
failures do not affect the probability of mission failure. The second term is the
contribution of the higher (or lower, as the case might be) probability of catastrophic
failure after a benign failure, compared to that after a successful iteration. The third
term is the probability of mission failure due to series of nc or more failures.

Performability. The expected total reward is affected by: 1) the number of benign
failures, 2) the increased probability of catastrophic failure, if pbc>psc, and

3) mission failures due to series of nc or more benign failures.

Our model is not tied to any specific distribution of the length of stays in failure
regions. There is no basis for choosing one distribution function as generally valid,
so we show the effects of four plausible distributions, plus two distributions f and g
representing extreme cases (a more complete discussion is in [Bondavalli, 1995
#46]):

- geometric distribution, p q q ii
i= ∗ −( ) =−1 1 2 31, , , ,..., q ∈ (0,1];

- modified Poisson distribution, p e
i ii

i
= ∗

−( ) =
− −α α 1

1 1 2 3! , , , ,...., α > 0 ;

- modified negative binomial, p i r
r q q ii

r i= + −
−( ) ∗ ∗ −( ) =−2

1 1 1 2 31, , , ,..., with

q∈(0,1] and r=1,2,3,.. (we use r=5);
- an ad-hoc  distribution for square-shaped failure regions defined as:

p i
i p i j p ji L Lj i

L= +
− ∗ ( ) + − ∗ ( )= +∑1

3 1
2

3 11
 

max
, with i=1,2,3,.., where: the truncated-

geometric distributed variable p jL ( ) is the probability that a failure region has
side length equal to j, 2≤j≤maxL, and maxL is set to 30;

- distribution function g, defined as  
nc g i
i

( ) ==
−∑ 1

2
0, with g pnnnc −( ) = −1 1  and

 
nc

g i p
i nn( ) => −∑

�
1

: the input trajectory, once in a failure region, stays in it for

at least (nc - 1) iterations;



- f, defined as f pnn1 1( ) = − , with  
nc f i
i

( ) ==
−∑ 2

1
0, and  

nc
f i p

i nn( ) => −∑
�

1
: once

in a failure region, the trajectory may either exit immediately (after one benign
failure) or else stay in it for at least nc iterations.

5 . 2 Evaluation and Discussion

We show the results for the probability of mission failure P[Cn] and the
performability E[Mn] with the distributions described above for the length of stays in
failure regions. The other parameters (Table 5) are set consistently with the analysis
of SCOP in Section 3.

Parameters values

psb = 5 10-5

psc = 3 10-9

pss = 1- psb - psc

pbc = 10-4            (notice that
pbb = 1 - pbc        pbc >> psc)
nc = 10

n  = 1025523

Table 5. Parameter values as derived from the previous evaluation of SCOP

The two main factors affecting the probability of mission failure and the per-
formability are 1) the probability pnn of series of nc or more failures, and 2) the
mean length of stay in a failure region, once the input trajectory enters it. We plot
our results as a function of these two factors, keeping all the others constant.

Figure 4.a and 4.b show our dependability measures as functions of pnn, in the range
[0, 10-3]. Higher values would imply excessive probabilities of mission failure. In
the case of independence, pnn=1.36 10-39 and P[Ct]=0.00336. A few remarks
follow:
1) f shows better figures than g because we set pbc > psc. Moreover, increasing nc

increases the difference between their probabilities of mission failure;
2) as expected, the curves for the four "plausible" distributions are all enclosed

between those of f and g; their distance from f depends on the mean duration of
stay in the failure regions (and on the difference pbc - psc);

3) the value of psb determines the slope of the curves; increasing psb increases the
probability of entering a failure region and hence probability of mission failure;

4) f and g give bounds on the probability of mission failure and the performability,
allowing simple tests on the viability of a specific design, given only an esti-
mate of pnn.
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Fig. 4. Probability of mission failure (a) and performability (b) as a function of pnn, the
probability of nc or more consecutive failures once in a failure region
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Fig. 5. Probability of mission failure (a) and performability (b) as a function of the
mean duration of stay in a failure region

Figure 5.a and 5.b show our dependability measures as functions of the mean stay in
a failure region. We observe that, for a given mean, distributions with higher
variance cause worse behaviour. The range of parameter values shown extends to
unrealistic situations: with such values, our plots show that, to obtain probabilities
of mission failure up to 10-1, the mean stay in failure regions must be limited to 2-3
steps.

6 Conclusions

We have applied an evaluation method, previously proposed by other authors, to the
adaptive software fault tolerance scheme SCOP. SCOP, by delaying the execution of
some variants until it is made necessary by errors, has not only a lower run-time cost
than N-version programming with the same number of variants, but also a shorter re-
sponse time due to a lower synchronisation overhead. The probabilities of failure per



execution are the same as in NVP. With respect to RBs, SCOP allows good error
detection in applications where satisfactory acceptance tests are not available, while
keeping the advantage of delaying redundant executions whenever possible, which
gives it a performance and performability edge over NVP. This kind of modelling can
indicate bounds on the usability of the different schemes for software fault tolerance,
subject to assumptions about the model parameters. Rough estimates of the
probability of failure per execution, performability measures, response time, run-time
cost can together help a designer in a first choice of schemes for a design. The reward
model for performability is easily changed as appropriate for different applications.

All applications of mathematical modelling have the problem that attempting to de-
scribe in more detail the behaviour of a system increases the number of parameters to
be estimated, the difficulty of estimating them, and the difficulty of validating the
model; assumptions that make a model mathematically tractable make it less reali-
stic. We have discussed these limits in our context, considering the diverse problems
in modelling fault-tolerant software. A more complete model than used here, with
more degrees of freedom, would be useful, with appropriate computer support, for
exploring how different, non-intuitive assumptions affect the probabilities of the
different outcomes. For estimating reliability or performability as done here,
however, the parameters needed regarding each execution are just the probabilities of
success and detected or undetected failure: the imprecision introduced to keep a tracta-
ble model of repeated executions, and the difficulty of estimating the parameters,
make further detailing useless.

We have then explored issues related to sequences  of failures of iterative software.
We have proposed a model in which both dependencies among input values of
successive iterations and the effects of sequences of consecutive failures are taken into
account. The proposed model can accommodate different distributions of the length of
stays in failure regions. We have considered a few such distributions and shown their
effects on the dependability figures analysed. The main factors are the probability of
exceeding a given number of consecutive failures and the mean length of stay in
failure regions. We have defined two extreme distributions, which produce upper and
lower bounds for the figures derived from all the other distributions.

A further step would be a white-box model of the execution (i.e., a model showing
the interplay of variants and adjudicators in each execution, as we used in the first
part of this paper), incorporating the aspects of failure clustering modelled in our
black-box model. Such a model would describe the effects of assumptions about
rather subtle phenomena, like the relative positions and sizes of the failure regions
(of the different variants) with respect to their common input trajectories. We are now
studying the possibility of building useful models with these characteristics.


